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Muscle Mass Index Revisited
To the Editor:
It was with great interest that I read the article by
Srikanthan and Karlamangla,1 who suggested that high
muscle mass index (MMI) was associated with lower
mortality. Readers are cautioned on the implications of their
ﬁndings, noting some limitations to their methodologies.
Quartiles of MMI were created on an older, although not
entirely elderly, cohort. While muscle mass and quality do
decrease with age, the decline accelerates in the seventh
decade, with rates ranging between 7.5% and 58.3%.2
Quartile stratiﬁcation is an appropriate approach that
assists in the head-to-head comparison with other anthropometric measurements. However, their approach differs
from that used in other diseases, including osteoporosis,
whose cutoffs are based on a younger, healthier population.
The quartile cut points presented are based on a referent
population that itself has lower muscle mass to begin with,
leading to narrower ranges within categories. Whether the
differences between adjacent MMI quartiles provide adequate discrimination with changes in function, disability, or
mortality, remain unclear. Methodologically, quartile cutoffs
based on the entire population or a younger cohort would
provide better representation of true mortality estimates.
Muscle strength may indeed be more important than
muscle mass.3 While the authors recognize this phenomenon, a recent meta-analysis demonstrates even more reliable
associations with strength than mass. Further, appendicular
lean mass is associated with functional decline in longitudinal studies4 and should be considered in lieu of total
fat-free mass. Recent guidelines recommend this measure,5
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even after adjusting for body mass index. Accurate body
composition assessment with physiologic muscle parameters
is urgently needed for incorporation into clinical practice.6
Readers are cautioned that MMI may not be an ideal indicator as compared with muscle strength or appendicular lean
mass, and that the capacity to live independently with
maintained function may supercede mortality as an important geriatric outcome.
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